Epiphone p90 guitar

Loved for their warm, bright voicing and open articulation, P90 guitars are a favorite of
musicians the world over. They work equally well for indie, blues, jazz, country, alternative and
metal musicians. Best Choice: Semi-hollow design provides vintage P90 tone with plenty of
extra sonic possibilities. Best Value: Classic looks and tonewoods at an entry-level price.
Premium Pick: Gibson tone, feel, and build quality combine for a truly premium classic. Best
Retro P90 Guitar: Space-age style and solid mahogany body for retro sound and feel. Best
Minimalist P90 Guitar: Sleek body design, killer pickups and thoughtful controls create a perfect
all-in-one option. The design takes cues from classic Gibson and Epiphone archtops, with
f-holes and cream binding. The semi-hollow construction gives you the warm, woody tone of
acoustic guitars. It also preserves a center block to eliminate feedback and add sustain. The
body is mahogany, with a maple neck and top, and the fingerboard is rosewood. The
combination of tonewoods offers a Gibson-style look and sound. The warmth and sustain from
the mahogany lend a premium aesthetic to the guitar. Two Epiphone dogear P90s at the neck
and bridge provide the tone. To control them, the Wildkat offers a master volume, individual
volume controls for each pickup and a master tone knob. Finally, the Bigsby tailpiece allows
you to add lush vibrato effects to your sound with a touch of your wrist. For players on a
budget, the Epiphone Les Paul Special I provides a workhorse of a guitar at an exceptional
price. A rosewood fingerboard tops things off, with a inch radius for a quick, modern feel. The
22 medium frets make the neck easy to play, with smooth access to the highest notes. A pair of
P 90 pickups provide the sound in this guitar. The neck offers warmer, mellower tones while the
bridge pickup is wired hot for crunch and overdrive. Overall, both pickups sound good with
overdrive and distortion. They retain plenty of harmonics and add some smooth character. Its
chunky, rock-oriented feel and stripped-back aesthetic have spawned hundreds of imitations.
The Les Paul Special runs with two soap bar pickups. The neck pickup is softer and rounded,
while the bridge pickup delivers plenty of bark, particularly when cranked up. Each pickup
comes with its own set of tone and volume controls. The volume controls are particularly
responsive. Adjusting the volume knob can take your tone from pristine cleans to screaming
distortion. This guitar also borrows from vintage LP Special models with its neck and body. The
slab mahogany body and thick mahogany neck provide plenty of sustain and leverage for bends
and vibrato. A rosewood fingerboard increases the premium aesthetic. While the body
dimensions are somewhat large, the cutaways keep the axe light and comfortable to play. The
twin Guild Franz P90 pickups at the neck and bridge provide a broad spectrum of sounds. You
can also crank them up for throaty, saturated overdrive. Master tone and volume controls help
you dial in the perfect tone. These preserve perfect tuning and intonation. The final product is
versatile and durable yet outstandingly intuitive. The body style references the classic
Telecaster shape. However, the look and sound of the guitar take inspiration from the Gibson
Les Paul Special. At first glance, the pair of soap bar P90s might seem to continue that
influence. However, these pickups can do far more than just Gibson-style tones. When clean,
the pickups feel light and responsive, with plenty of clarity and not too much bass. They tighten
up with overdrive, although they retain a bit of vintage sparkle that establishes them as unique.
The output is balanced across the two P90s to maintain an even volume as you switch from the
neck to the bridge. Archtop guitars remain the favorite choice of jazz guitarists. The body
utilizes Canadian cherry for the top, back and sides. Compared to other tonewoods, the cherry
emphasizes the midrange frequencies of your tone. It maintains a neutral profile with the treble
and bass. This is a great way to add warmth and depth to your sound without making it muddy
or losing clarity. An adjustable bridge and trapeze tailpiece anchor the hardware. The
lightweight wood bridge can move to improve intonation without damaging the carved top. The
Kingpin offers one P90 pickup at the neck position, for warm and jazzy clean sounds. Because
of the archtop design, it also plays great acoustically. If you want to, you could even use this
guitar unplugged to practice or at gigs. This model strips away many flashy extras to provide a
streamlined, inspiring guitar at an affordable price. Like many other P90 guitars, the RevStar
offers two pickups, at the neck and bridge. These use Alnico V magnets and have adjusted
output levels to provide a vintage flavor. The controls include one master volume and tone
knob, with a high-pass filter hidden in a push-pull function. The high-pass filter rolls out some
of the bass frequencies in your sound as you play. The mahogany body features a maple top
cap for brightness and greater tonal balance. Finally, the RevStar offers a set mahogany neck.
Compared to a bolt-on neck, this increases sustain and durability. A P90 guitar is any type of
guitar that uses P90 pickups. P90s are a type of single-coil pickup that use a wider bobbin than
standard single-coil designs. This changes the tone of the pickup, making it more resistant to
feedback than classic Fender-style single-coils. Compared to those pickups, P90s are a bit
warmer and softer, providing a thicker sound when distorted. These guitars might share one
common trait, but P90 guitars come in all styles, body types and sizes. You can find them in

nearly every style of modern guitar music. Many of the best P90 guitars use a solid body to
increase sustain and keep the guitar comfortable to hold and use. Other designs use a
semi-hollow body. Semi-hollow body styles offer the acoustic resonance of a fully hollow guitar,
but place a center block in the middle of the body. This increases attack and minimizes
feedback issues. Semi-hollow guitars are extremely versatile for rock, jazz, and alternative
music. The Epiphone Wildkat, our top pick, is a great example. The P90 guitars that use a fully
hollow body provide the most acoustic resonance. They create a warmer, more
natural-sounding tone from the electronics. Because they sometimes feed back at high
volumes, hollow guitars are common in softer styles like jazz and blues. They strike a good
balance between single-coils and humbuckers. When used properly, P90 pickups provide
brightness and clarity, but add more warmth and bass response than single-coils do. Many
guitarists love P90s for their clean tones. Without any overdrive, they produce a smooth, broad
sound that has more depth than a single-coil yet more clarity and sparkle than a humbucker.
That combination makes these styles a favorite of many jazz guitarists. They appreciate how
P90s retain high-end clarity without sounding brittle. They also excel with overdrive and
distortion. John Lennon, George Harrison, and Keith Richards all used these pickup designs on
many iconic records throughout the s. They loved the tonal range of P90s, which sounded great
whether they wanted to play clean or overdriven. In short, P90s are versatile. Many guitarists
compare P90s to humbuckers as competing options. While they might sound similar, there are
some important differences between them. What you choose will depend on your playing style,
gear setup and favorite styles of music. This creates a very distinctive sound compared to
humbuckers. Many guitarists who look for thick, high-gain sounds prefer to use humbuckers
rather than P90s. Those tonal characteristics offer a great frame of reference to help you
compare any humbuckers to P90s. The type you prefer will also depend on the style of music
you want to play. P90s excel at many clean genres, as well as styles which prioritize crunch and
twang. For extremely clean styles like jazz, many players use both P90s and humbuckers.
Rolling off the tone knob on a guitar with P90s creates a sound similar to humbuckers, but P90s
can also provide a brighter, sharper tone as well. Compared to humbuckers, P90s often sound
better at lower levels of overdrive. With just a bit of dirt in your signal, they can sing with plenty
of extra harmonics. Lower overdrive levels also retain the advantages of clean electric sounds,
like a smooth, airy tone and top-end sparkle. For extremely high levels of gain, humbuckers
work better than P90s. This is particularly important at high volumes and extreme distortion.
Even a little feedback can quickly become ear-splitting. If you want to play hard rock or metal, a
guitar with humbuckers might be better than a P90 guitar. Of course, there are always
exceptions. Its semi-hollow design and custom-made Epiphone P90s cover a lot of sonic
territory. It looks fantastic too. It features legendary rock tones in a streamlined package. What
type of P90 guitar do you prefer? How do you use P90 pickups in your rig? Let us know in the
comments section below. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. As an Amazon Associate I earn from
qualifying purchases. All opinions expressed here are the result of direct experience or
extensive research. Skip to content. Jean Gabriel December 29, No Comments. Our Rating:.
Check Price. Our Rating. Table of Contents. The 7 Best P90 Guitars:. Ease Of Use. Sound
Quality. Semi-hollow body provides advantages of both solid-body and hollowbody guitars
Dogear P90s excel at a wide variety of styles, from blues and rock to jazz and even country.
Setup and intonation are poor, making the guitar difficult to play out of the box Can feed back
uncontrollably at high volumes if not controlled properly. All-mahogany body and rosewood
fingerboard provide outstanding value at this price point Pickups sound surprisingly articulate
for a budget guitar. Master volume and tone controls provide less flexibility than standard Les
Paul models Hardware and fretwork will require upgrades for improving players. Nails the look,
feel, and sound of vintage Gibson LPl Special guitars Pickups provide surprisingly broad tonal
range, making the guitar extra versatile. Slab mahogany body makes the guitar heavy to play
with when standing Some players find the chunky neck style hard to fret and uncomfortable in
their hands. Articulate and balanced pickups can handle a surprisingly wide range of genres
Great build quality and tonewoods create a unique, unforgettable style and feel. Combines Les
Paul Special sound with Telecaster style and comfort Output-balanced P90s solve issues with
volume when switching between two pickups. Fretwork, neck build quality, and finish aesthetics
can be iffy in some models Square neck heel makes it difficult to access some of the highest
frets. One-pickup design limits this guitar to jazz and cleaner guitar styles Lack of any cutaway
prevents guitarists from accessing highest frets easily. Versatile pickups for both clean and
overdrive, plus high-pass filter for added variety Outstanding Yamaha build quality for a
comfortable, smooth-playing neck and body. High-output pickups might not appeal to every
type of player High-gloss finish often displays fingerprints and blemishes easily. What is a P90

Guitar? What are P90 Pickups Good For? What is Better? P90 or Humbucker? Bottom Line.
Share on facebook. Share on twitter. Share on pinterest. Share on email. Share on print. Jean
Gabriel. My name is Jean Gabriel, I'm a professional musician hoping to inspire others through
my experiences. Hopefully, this information helps you too! Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your
email address will not be published. Table Of Contents. We use cookies to provide you with the
best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site, we assume you accept our
privacy policy. As an Amazon Associate and through various partnerships, we earn from
qualifying purchases at no extra cost to you. We are not sponsored, endorsed or influenced, all
opinions expressed are the result of direct experience or extensive research. Check price. Aside
from the P90 bridge and neck pickups, however, there is plenty more to get excited about here.
The body of the guitar has a vintage appeal and is made from mahogany and finished with
nitrocellulose lacquer. This stunning Les Paul Standard simply has a distinguished, gorgeous
tone. The sound is ideal for a range of different styles, from rock and roll or blues, through to
country music and rockabilly. The s style neck provides great comfort, while the fingerboard
has been carefully designed to allow for as much movement as possible, which is perfect for
show-stealing rock solos. In particular, the Godin Kingpin P90 pickups help to provide a
distinctive tone, which is absolutely perfect for jazz, rock, blues, and even big band
performances. It also comes with a case, which makes it easy to store the guitar at home or take
it with you on your travels. Aside from its affordability, excellent tone and classic appeal, one of
the great things about the Godin 5th Avenue CW Kingpin II is the comfort on offer. This is
perhaps best evidenced through the design of the main body, which includes a cutaway that
provides excellent access to the whole of the fingerboard. Its mahogany body also combines
with its P90 pickups to provide a classic, full sound, which sounds especially great when
playing rock music. One of the defining characteristics of the Les Paul Special range is the
stripped-back nature of the design and this provides a very pure sound, which has been favored
by many of the top musicians of all-time. The guitar features a semi-hollow body, which helps to
make the model comfortable to hold and play. A major feature on the guitar is the presence of a
Bigsby B70 vibrato bar, allowing for pitch variation to be effortlessly introduced to your guitar
playing. Meanwhile, the supreme tone of the guitar is provided, in part, thanks to the two Alnico
VP90 pickups, which are positioned at the bridge and the neck. The sound produced by the
Wildkat makes it perfectly suited for blues, rock, and jazz music. Historically, semi-hollow body
guitars available for a more affordable price would often compromise on build quality, but the
Wildkat does not suffer from this problem. This excellent guitar offers an authentic semi-hollow
body experience at an entry-level price point. Said to take visual inspiration from the London
and Tokyo motorcycle racing scenes, it perhaps offers the most unique aesthetic of any guitar
on this list, while still maintaining a classic appeal. In terms of what really matters, the guitar
provides a warm tone that packs a real punch and this can make it ideal for hard rock music and
even metal. Meanwhile, a medium neck profile and the presence of jumbo frets on the
fingerboard help to provide a comfortable and smooth all-round playing experience. One of the
most important features to highlight, however, is the push-pull Dry Switch, which has the
capacity to filter out low frequencies. This allows the guitar to deliver greater clarity and the
resulting tone boosts its versatility, making it perfect for a range of additional music styles,
including country, blues, and folk music. It is, therefore, the best P90 guitar for those who want
a similar model at an affordable price. The guitar has a solid body and comes equipped with two
Epiphone P90 Pro Soap Bar pickups in the bridge and neck positions. This combination of body
type and pickups makes it ideal for playing loud and, as you might expect, this makes the guitar
especially well-suited to rock and roll, indie, and similar music styles. This is aided, in no small
part, by its s SlimTaper neck, which is comfortable to hold and allows for an excellent range of
movement across the whole of the fingerboard. If you are seeking a P90 guitar but are a
relatively inexperienced guitar buyer, you may be unsure about what the benefits of the P90
pickups are and what other features you should be looking out for. First of all, it is worth
stressing that a P90 guitar is defined as a guitar that is P90 electric guitar pickups. These are
single-coil pickups, which were introduced by Gibson in the s. Keep reading to find out more
about the benefits of a P90 guitar and the things you should look for when buying one for the
first time. One of the biggest questions people have before buying a P90 guitar revolves around
the sound the pickups produce. Generally, this can be described as a bright, thick and warm
tone, which has less edge than some other single coil pickups on the market. It is sometimes
described as a mid-point between Fender single coils and humbuckers. While the precise sound
produced by a P90 guitar will depend on a range of factors, including the body type and the
amplifier and effects pedals you opt for, these models are generally considered to be good for a
range of music styles, including rock, blues, country, jazz and even big band music. Aside from
the presence of P90 pickups, there are a number of different features you will need to consider

when trying to find the best P90 guitar for your particular needs. These include factors like the
price and the physical appearance of the guitar, but also various other elements that can
influence the overall sound. For example, you may need to choose between a hollow body, a
semi-hollow body and a solid body guitar. Your decision here may depend on the type of music
you want to play, as hollow-body guitars are typically associated with jazz and blues, while
semi-hollow and solid body guitars are more commonly associated with rock music. This is
primarily because they can be played at a louder volume without encountering issues
associated with feedback. You will also want to make sure the body of your guitar is made from
high-quality materials, while optional features, such as whether or not a guitar has a vibrato bar,
may also influence your final decision. Music is our passion. We're Gideon and Jacob - two
like-minded musicians who write and perform music together. Here on Strong Sounds, you can
find the latest musical instrument advice, tips, lessons, guides, gear reviews, blogs, news, and
more! Show contents. Contents What are the Best P90 Guitars? What are the Best P90 Guitars?
What to Look For In a P90 Guitar Aside from the presence of P90 pickups, there are a number of
different features you will need to consider when trying to find the best P90 guitar for your
particular needs. Choice of four color schemes Mahogany body A more affordable Gibson.
Stylish design, based on motorcycles Dry switch for filtering low frequencies Jumbo frets on
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Epiphone. Thread starter Pazz Start date Aug 4, Pazz Member. Messages So I went to GC to
check out some P90s to see if my fascination was worth my time! I had an interesting revelation
in the GC. All the way down to the. The Gibsons has 10, the a slightly different tone at 8, then
completely dropped off a cliff. Below 8 there was basically no sound coming out of the
instrument. The Epiphone has the full range with their P90s in a Casino. Anybody with similar or
different experiences? Messages 13, I think this might yield better responses in the 'Guitars'
subforum. I haven't done a comparison of Epi vs. Messages 3, I don't think I've experienced that
with any of my P90 equipped Gibsons? One of them has an aftermarket pickup and wiring
harness, and it's noticeably brighter and stays brighter further down the sweep of the knob. I
can't remember the last time I played an Epiphone with P90s Must be a good 7 or 8 years now.
All I remember is that I wasn't impressed. Possibly different values, different tapers.
Silkrodamus Member. Pazz said:. Last edited: Aug 4, Silkrodamus said:. If you want that spec
you gotta go or later. Epiphone just started having these pots this year as well I believe. Indeed,
the new p90 epiphone guitars may be more 'full range' than pre k pot Gibsons. Thank you for a
totally logical reply. Messages 22, Messages 5, You must log in or register to reply here.
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introduced in the early s, Gibson's legendary P90 single coil pickup produced a raw powerful
tone that helped define the blues and rock and roll in their formative years. Today, the P90's
traditional combination of high output and brilliant tone is still considered a favorite among
many top musicians. Known by such familiar nicknames as the "Soapbar" and the "Cobalt," the
P90 still cuts through any type of music, all while displaying amazing tonal sensitivity for
everything from blues and rock to mellow jazz riffs. It's perfect as a vintage replacement, and
features vintage, braided two-conductor wiring. It's also fully wax potted to eliminate any
chance of unwanted microphonic feedback. Shop All Single Coil Pickups. Inspired by Gibson.
Body Style. I Accept. Explore P Guitars. P Single Coil Pickup Legendary Tone First introduced
in the early s, Gibson's legendary P90 single coil pickup produced a raw powerful tone that
helped define the blues and rock and roll in their formative years.

